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Introduction

Our institute has many years of experience in the use of metavirulent preparations  and 
metakaveron . At first, we simply recommended them to our patients, and they bought these drugs at 
the pharmacy. But a few years ago, a whole group of meta FACKLER preparations was introduced into 
the IMEDIS Medication Selector. Thus, it became possible to use and research this series of drugs 
much more intensively, especially due to the possibility of testing with the help of ART.

Description of meta FACKLER preparations

The history of meta FACKLER preparations
For his time, the progressively thinking pharmacist Erich Fackler decided in the early 1960s, in 

addition to his specialty as a pharmacist, to receive the education of a healer (Heilpraktiker), since 
more and more people visiting his pharmacy successfully used the homeopathic mixtures he created. 
His success grew and in 1966 he, together with his wife Frau Dr. Rosemarie Fackler established meta 
Biologische Heilmittel Fackler KG. In 2007 the company was reorganized, and since then it has been 
led by Dr. med. Ricarda Fackler.

Principles of drug production
The production of homeopathic medicines is subject to the high quality requirements of Good 

Manufacturing Practice (GMP). This means that not only all manufacturing steps are subject to 
control, but also the starting material. All products of the company are approved for use and are 
registered pharmacy products.

The preparations are composed, on the one hand, of herbal products that are thoroughly tested 
for the absence of heavy metals, pesticides and aflatoxins, on the other hand, they include animal 
products and nosodes, which are also carefully controlled beforehand. Currently, the use of nosodes 
is associated with a number of difficulties, they are becoming more and more expensive, and more 
and more companies in Germany refuse to use them. (This is the only reason why the use of 
electronic copies of nosodes from the IMEDIS selector is of great value and will become more and 
more significant in the future). Potentiation is performed by manual shaking according to the 
instructions set forth by Hahnemann in his writings.

Metal complex homeopathy
Erich Fackler, even before the formation of the company, was seriously interested in the creation of drugs 

according to alchemical principles. Therefore, when creating complex preparations, the principles of the Medicine 
of Paracelsus were also taken into account. Metals in different areas of medicine are attributed to different effects.

In classical medicine, only biochemical effects are taken into account.
In homeopathy, their therapeutic use is chosen according to the facts of the corresponding 

materia medica.
In the teaching of alchemists about health, metals occupy a key position. Paracelsus describes a 

person as a microcosm, and the world around them as a macrocosm, and at the same time finds a 
corresponding interaction. Each of the seven planets corresponds to a certain metal, as a carrier of power. 
These metals function as antennas for the vibrations of the planets and can be regarded as all-
encompassing medicines for healing. These force signals are in resonance with the corresponding organs. 
"What is the brain - such is the person" (Paracelsus). Similar postulates can be found in both Ayurveda and 
Anthroposophy.
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suffices not only specific problems of the body, but also associated with it (mental 
attitude and consciousness). Ens Naturale - to heal in connection with

meta-Komplexmittel
Some of the meta-complexes also contain plant samples, since some plants can also carry the 

power of the planets. On the other hand, some metals in them play the role of nosodes, such as, for 
example, natural toxins that cause diseases in the body. In potentiated form (like - like), they become 
medicinal preparations. In the fight against chronic diseases caused by exogenous and endogenous 
poisoning of the body, this type of treatment brings a lasting positive effect.

Brief description of individual drugs
We will only talk about those drugs that were included in the selector by 2011. It should be 

noted that in Germany there is currently a provision that makes it very difficult to obtain permission 
for the production and use of small series. Therefore, some of the meta preparations have such a 
permit with indication of indications for their use, and some are sold without these indications. More 
information on this can be found at www.metafackler.de.

metavirulent®
metabiarex®
metaginkgo®
metaharonga®
metahepat
metaheptachol®
metakaveron®
metamagnesium
metamarianum®B12
metanuxvomica
metaossylen®
metarubini n
metasilicea n
metasolidago®S
metasymphylen

protection against influenza infection;
deep-acting nosode drug with RES-stimulation; with arterial 
circulatory disorders; stimulation of the pancreas;

liver therapy with Flor de piedra; liver 
therapy with Flor de piedra; an 
alternative to a tranquilizer;
regulatory therapy;
liver therapy (very often very well justified); upset stomach 
and nausea;
vertebrae and joints;
toning of blood circulation;
for and prepared connective tissue; renal 
drainage;
pain in bones and joints.

Main areas of application
These drugs are primarily used for the treatment of the respiratory system, for toxicity of the 

body and for all related problems, as well as for various viral diseases.

The use of drugs

Working with patients
On devices "IMEDIS-BRT-A", "MINI-EXPERT-DT" with software and APK "IMEDIS-EXPERT" therapy 

is carried out in different ways. Users of the "IMEDIS-BRT-A" device should have meta FACKLER 
preparations from the pharmacy, which, if necessary, during therapy they put on a medication plate 
connected to the second container (DIR) of the device.
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for BRT. Since most of them also have "MINI-EXPERT-T", they combine with the frequencies available 
in it. Especially quickly, a good therapeutic effect is observed when working with patients in an acute 
condition, for example, using a frequency of 2.9 Hz for sinusitis or 1.7 Hz for pain and inflammation of 
the joints. After that, endogenous BRT is performed with the introduction of the appropriate drug 
meta FACKLER into the therapy circuit.

When working with devices with a built-in drug selector and the ability to diagnose using the 
method of vegetative resonance test (APK "IMEDIS-EXPERT" and the device "MINI-EXPERT-DT" with 
software), a suitable drug is selected by preliminary testing and then with it, and appropriate therapy 
is carried out. Here it is also necessary to distinguish and use the possibilities of endogenous and 
exogenous therapy. When using the APK "IMEDISEXPERT", you can inject the appropriate drug into 
the therapy circuit and record the drug against the background of the therapy. In the case of using 
the device "MINI-EXPERT-DT" with software, you should additionally connect the device "IMEDIS-BRT-
A" in order to introduce the appropriate meta FACKLER drug into the therapy circuit.

Some results and conclusions
Based on a large number of studies carried out, we can say that:
one. Metavirulent® can be used together with simultaneous inversion, for example

nasal secretion, especially in acute flu or colds. Need to usemetavirulent® with viral and adenoviral 
burdens is determined by testing by the ART method. This drug can be used to prevent outbreaks of 
influenza-like diseases.

2. Metabiarex® helps with chronic recurrent infections. This may indicate
that the body contains toxins from previous infections or hereditary toxins. By means of ART, these 
toxic loads can be identified and determined (substantial, acquired or hereditary toxic loads). 
Experience has shown, however, that the use of this drug can cause an initial exacerbation in the form 
of symptoms such as fever, joint pain, etc. Therefore, the use of this drug in acute periods is not 
recommended.

3. Metaginkgo® and metarubini n can be successfully applied to correct dysfunctions
circulation and blood supply. Patients with low quadrant measurements and severe fatigue, patients 
with rapid fatigue, with vascular headache respond well to endogenous BRT with the introduction of 
these drugs into the therapy circuit, but of course, it is necessary to conduct thorough testing to 
identify the causes of these symptoms.

4. Metaharonga® proper digestion is normalized when eating sweet, fatty and
indigestible food. Using ART through the filters "lack of enzymes", "dysbiosis in the small intestine" or 
"diabetes", it is possible to determine the need for this drug. In this case, it is necessary to conduct an 
appropriate conversation with the patient about his food preferences.

five. Metahepat, metaheptachol® and metamarianum®B12 serve to support the function and cleaning
liver. At the same time, we had good results with symptoms associated with liver overload (allergies, 
skin problems, burdens with heavy metals, for example, after removal of amalgam, the effects of 
alopathic medicines, the use of inadequate doses of alcohol, etc.).

6. Metakaveron® helps with mental stress and with the cessation of consumption
psychopharmaceutical drugs. In this case, you should work with your doctor. Additionally, in this case, 
we use the appropriate induction programs (rest program, depression programs, etc.)

7. Metamagnesium together with the intake of Magnesium Chlorid, a very effective combination for
deficiency of magnesium in the body, which is quite common.

eight. Metanuxvomica often used for acute nausea and dysfunction,
appearing in stressful situations or during inflammatory processes. And in this case it is useful to 
apply the appropriate induction programs.

nine. Metaossylen® and metasymphylen used (after preliminary testing) for
patients with joint and bone problems during endogenous BRT. At the same time, metaossylen® 
relieves muscle tension around the spinal discs and around the joints and therefore is well combined 
with induction programs aimed at muscle relaxation. In this case, it often turns out that the body 
lacks magnesium.

10. Metasilicea n readily used for problems in connective tissue. This is effective
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the drug is also for arteriosclerosis.
eleven. Metasolidago®S This medication supports kidney function. Used when conducting

different types of BRT for the purpose of detoxification and should be included in the therapy circuit.

Transfer of work experience
We try to pass on the experience in the use of meta FACKLER preparations, which we accumulate 

at the institute, to everyone who uses bioresonance therapy. To do this, we regularly hold seminars 
where we report on the results of the use of these drugs. Then, a few months later, we hold meetings 
to exchange experiences, at which those who used these drugs give reports and answer questions.

Conclusion
I hope that in this short post I was able to get you interested in using meta FACKLER products. 

These drugs are a very good addition to the use of endogenous bioresonance therapy by the patient's 
own oscillations, with all its immense possibilities. This is especially important in our time, when the 
slagging of the mesenchyme due to environmental pollution and dysfunctions of regulatory 
processes takes on more and more threatening forms.
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